Deep neural networks are often called black-boxes due to their difficult-to-interpret decisions. This is characteristic of a deeper trend in machine learning, where predictive performance typically comes at the cost of interpretability. In some domains, such as image-based diagnostic tasks, understanding the reasons behind machine generated predictions is vital in assessing trust. In this study, we introduce novel designs of capsule networks to provide explainable diagnoses. Our proposed deep explainable capsule architecture, called DX-Caps, can encode high-level visual attributes within the vectors of capsules in order to simultaneously produce malignancy predictions for lung cancer as well as approximations of six visuallyinterpretable attributes, used by radiologists to explain their predictions. To reduce parameter and memory burden of this deeper network, we introduce a new capsuleaverage pooling function. With this simple, but fundamental addition, capsule networks can be designed in a deeper fashion than was possible before. Our overall approach can be characterized as multi-task learning; we learn to approximate the six high-level visual attributes of a lung nodule within the vectors of our uniquely constructed deep capsule network, while simultaneously segmenting the nodule and predicting its malignancy potential (diagnosis). Tested on over 1000 CT scans, our experimental results show that our proposed algorithm can approximate the visual attributes of lung nodules far better than a deep multi-path dense 3D CNN [1] . The proposed network also achieves higher diagnostic accuracy than a baseline explainable capsule network X-Caps and CapsNet [2] when applied to this task for the first time as well. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to investigate capsule networks for visual attribute prediction in general, and explainable medical image diagnosis in particular.
Introduction
Although deep learning (DL) has played a major role in a wide array of fields, there exist several which have yet to be comparably impacted: military, security, transportation, finance, legal, and healthcare among others [3, 4, 5] . At its core, DL owes its success to the joining of two essential tasks, feature extraction and feature classification, learned in a joint manner, usually through a form of backpropagation. Although this direction has dramatically improved the predictive performance on a diverse range of tasks, it has also come at a great cost, the sacrifice of human-level explainability. As features becomes less interpretable, and the functions learned more complex, model predictions become more difficult to explain and the generalization ability of trained networks is less well understood. Several works have began to press towards this goal of explainable deep learning, as explored in Section 2, but the problem remains largely unsolved.
Explainable lung cancer diagnoses
Figure 1: Lung nodules with high-level visual attribute scores as determined by expert radiologists. Scores were given from 1 − 5 for six different visual attributes related to diagnosing lung cancer.
DL-based computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) systems have largely failed to be adopted into routine clinical work-flows. Unlike detection tasks, diagnosis (classification) requires radiologists to explain their predictions through the language of high-level visual attributes, shown in Fig. 1 . For DL-powered CAD systems to be adopted by the healthcare industry and other high-risk domains, methods must be developed which can provide this same level of explainability. Towards this goal, we propose a novel multi-task deep capsule-based architecture for learning visuallyinterpretable feature representations within the vectors of the capsules. Although the proposed method is generic and it can be applied to many computer vision problems, we focus here on a high impact healthcare problem: lung cancer diagnosis.
Lung cancer is the far-leading cause of cancer-related death in both men and women [6] . The National Lung Screening Trial showed that screening patients with low-dose computed tomography (CT) has reduced lung cancer mortality by 20% [7, 8] . However, only 16% of lung cancer cases are diagnosed at an early stage [9] . The reasons behind this are due to the screening related challenges, including (a) high false positive rates, (b) over-diagnosis, and (c) missed nodules (i.e., tumor) during screening [10] . Based on DL models such as 2D and 3D deep convolutional neural networks (CNN), there have been several studies conducted to alleviate these challenges [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21] , and such explorations were partially successful in improving both nodule detection and image-based diagnostic rates. Noticeably, some achieved highly successful diagnosis results, comparable to or even better than expert level diagnosis [15] . Nevertheless, the black-box nature of these previous studies contributed to these methods not making their way into clinical routines. The purpose of this study is therefore to fill this important research gap by creating explainable medical diagnoses through learning visually-interpretable features from medical images with new DL models, specifically novel capsule network architectures.
Capsule neural networks and their visually-interpretable features
Capsule networks differ from traditional CNNs by replacing the scalar feature maps with vectorized representations, where these vectors are responsible for encoding orientation information, and thus provide equivariance to affine transformations on the input (as opposed to CNNs which are only equivarient to translation). These capsule vectors are then used in a dynamic routing algorithm which seeks to maximize the agreement between low-level and high-level features, not only in presence, but also in part-whole relationship agreement. In their introductory work [2] , a capsule network (CapsNet) was shown to produce promising results on both the MNIST [22] and CIFAR10 [23] data sets; but more importantly, CapsNet was shown to encode high-level visually-interpretable feature representations of digits in MNIST (e.g. stroke thickness, skew, localized-parts) within the dimensions of its capsule vectors. While capsule networks are still a young area of research with many improvements to be made in terms of performance and accuracy, their ability to capture visuallyinterpretable features can be paramount in critical application domains that demand explainability of models.
Summary of our contributions
In this work, we introduce two novel multi-task capsule network architectures, providing explainable diagnoses in the same form as radiologists by learning to approximate six high-level visual attributes from lung nodules, as seen in Fig. 1 , which radiologists estimate when determining the malignancy of a nodule. Additionally, our networks both segment nodules and determine their malignancy score in a multi-task learning (MTL) approach. Our first proposed architecture, called X-Caps, is an intuitive extension of the original CapsNet, where each dimension of the output capsule layer is supervised by a visual attribute label from multiple radiologists. By forcing each dimension of the capsule vector output to embed a specific visually-interpretable feature, a significant benefit (explainable decision) is obtained by unraveling knowledge hierarchy inside deep networks. The multiple visual attributes are learned simultaneously with their associated weights being updated by both the radiologists visual interpretation scores as well as their contribution to the final malignancy score, and the segmentation reconstruction error. This first network proved too restrictive and provides reaffirmation that deep features carry more discriminative power than these interpretable ones.
Our second architecture, called DX-Caps, is a much deeper capsule network with branching sharedweight paths for visual attribute and malignancy prediction. DX-Caps utilizes the recently introduced locally-constrained dynamic routing algorithm [24] and a novel capsule-average pooling (CAP) layer to reduce the spatial dimension of each capsule type. CAP recombines their vectors in a manner far-more computationally efficient than the fully-connected capsules used by the conventional CapsNet, similar to using global average pooling in a traditional CNN. These novelties allowed for the creation of a much deeper capsule network while keeping the memory to a single 12 GB GPU. DX-Caps malignancy predictive performance (without any pre-training) is on par with previously state-of-the-art deep pre-trained 2D/3D CNN works (e.g. [13, 14] ), while also outputting visual attribute scores, where nearly no previous works do so.
Furthermore, since radiologists' scores vary significantly between each other for both malignancy and visual characteristics of a given nodule, it is not possible to train the proposed networks directly against these scores. Previous works train against the mean of the radiologist scores and convert the mean to a binary label (malignant or benign). However, this throws away significant information. In our proposed method, we fit a Gaussian distribution of mean and variance equal to that of the radiologists' scores for a given nodule and compute the mean squared error between this and our network output for supervised training. In this way, overconfidence by the network on more ambiguous nodules is punished in proportion to radiologists' disagreement, and likewise for under-confidence and strong radiologist agreement. This allows our method to produce classification scores across all five possible score values, rather than simply binary labels as in previous studies.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we summarize related works in the literature pertaining to interpretable deep learning, lung cancer diagnosis using deep networks, and capsule networks in medical imaging. In Section 3, we introduce our proposed paradigm of learning visually-interpretable features via our newly designed deep multi-task capsule networks. In Section 4, we explain the our experiments and results. We conclude our work with discussions in Section 5.
Related work
The majority of work in explainable deep learning has focused around post hoc deconstruction of already trained models. Two main approaches are primarily investigated, interpretation of the features learned by the networks and explaining deep networks' final predictions, at both the local (i.e. individual neurons) and global (i.e. entire layers/networks) level. These approaches typically rely on human-experts to examine their results and attempt to discover meaningful patterns. While there are numerous studies on explainable deep learning, we will attempt to faithfully cover the more prominent approaches. Following this, Section 2 will cover relevant lung cancer diagnosis and capsule-based works.
Visualization of features Several works have attempted to examine network interpretability at the individual neuron level. Some of the earliest methods focused on visualizing individual filters and activation maps. While this can provide some insight into certain aspects of a network, such as dead neurons, the visualization of individual filters or feature maps are typically not interpretable at the human-level. Zeiler and Fergus [25] attached a deconvolutional network to network layers to map activations back to pixel space for visualization. Later, Springenberg et al. [26] used an all convolutional network and a guided-backpropagation algorithm to create much sharper visualizations which did not require the keys of the pooling operations. Mahendran and Vedaldi [27] focused more on layers of neurons and examine the representations learned by shallow and deep CNNs by inverting images using gradient descent. While these methods provide some insight into what CNNs learn, they are ultimately limited, as deep networks typically have hundreds of thousands of neurons and it is intractable to visually examine all or even large subsets of neurons in a network. Additionally, there is evidence to suggest these visualizations are unrelated to network predictions [28] .
Receptive fields, input contributions Beyond visualizing the features of CNNs, several methods have attempted to examine the effect of individual neurons or image regions on network outputs. In this first category, Girshick et al. [29] examined the receptive field of individual neurons and found the images which maximally activated each. Kindermans et al. [30] showed that [26, 25] (discussed above) did not create theoretically correct explanations for linear models, and created PatternNet and PatternAttribution to better visualize neuron activations. In the latter category, Kumar et al. [31] examined which input region correspond most strongly with each output class. An occlusion-based approach was used by Zeiler and Fergus [25] for masking out image regions to examine their contribution to the final output. One of the most popular methods of visualizing input contributions is Grad-CAM [32] which highlights the relative positive activation map of convolutional layers with respect to network outputs. Arguably, saliency detection can also fall into this category of determining which input regions are important. While these methods give important information related to designing networks and training data, they tell us very little about the internal representations being learned.
Feature spaces and GANs Rather than looking at the individual neurons or image regions, several approaches instead focus on examining the feature spaces learned by deep networks. Generative adversarial networks (GAN) by Goodfellow et al. [33] , show vulnerable regions of a learned feature space for a given network. In [34] , Chen et al. creates a GAN-based method called InfoGAN to separate noise from the "latent code" in images. Using this method, they maximize the mutual information between the latent representations and the image inputs, encoding concepts such as rotation, width, and digit type for MNIST. In a similar way, capsule networks by Sabour et al. [2] (CapsNet) encode visually-interpretable concepts such as stroke thickness, skew, rotation, and others. These two methods are the most similar to the proposed approach. Lakkaraju et al. [35] attempt to discover a CNN's "blind spots" by sampling points in feature space in a weakly-supervised manner. While the other methods mentioned can provide some important clues about the feature space being learned, InfoGAN and CapsNet show the most promise for encoding and extracting visually-interpretable features.
Disentangling representations Methods for disentangling representations are focused on discovering the visual patterns learned by CNN filters, then disentangling their relationship to each other. Zhang et al. [36] created multi-layer graph structure, where each layer of the graph matches each layer of the CNN. Activated visual patterns across all training images are added as nodes and patterns which co-occur in images have edges added between them. In [37] , Bau et al. introduced six types of semantic filters for CNNs: objects, parts, scenes, textures, materials, and colors. Networks are then trained using these labels at the pixel-level to identifies hidden units' semantics for any given CNN, and align them with human-interpretable concepts. Unfortunately, the former of these methods can only provide little about the features learned, while the latter method requires a dramatic increase in labeled data, where multiple labels need to be provided at the pixel level.
Lung nodule classification The majority of recent lung cancer diagnosis (nodule classification) studies have focused on deep 2D, multi-view, and 3D CNNs, with most works trained/tested on the publicly available LIDC-IDRI data set from Lung Image Database Consortium [38] . Buty et al. [13] extracted features from a pre-trained 2D multi-view CNN while encoding shape information though spherical harmonics (SH) to improve diagnostic accuracy from 79% (CNN) to 82% (CNN+SH). Hussein et al. [14] achieved a similar result, extracting deep features from a multi-view CNN then applying a Gaussian process regression strategy to achieve 82% accuracy. In a later work, Hussein et al. [15] reported a deep 3D CNN, pre-trained on Sports-1M [39] , used in a MTL with trace norm approach to combine visual attributes achieved 80% accuracy. In this same work, the authors propose a more complicated regularized graphical lasso post-processing algorithm to combine imaging features with radiologists' visual attributes and gained an 11% accuracy improvement; however, no results were reported on the visual attribute predictions. Shen et al. [1] is one of the only works in the literature to attempt to create an interpretable framework by simultaneously predicting visual attribute scores along with malignancy. The authors used a deep multi-path dense 3D CNN to achieve an accuracy of 84%, however their results on individual attribute predictions were as low as 55%. Most recently, some deeper multi-crop [40] , multi-scale [41] , and denser multi-path multi-output [42] CNNs, using methods such as curriculum learning [43] or gradient boosting machines [44] and complicated post-processing techniques [15] , have been applied to push diagnosis accuracy to 87% − 92%. However, adding such techniques is beyond the scope of this work and would lead to an unwieldy enumeration of ablation studies necessary to understand the contributions between our proposed capsule architectures and such techniques. For a fair comparison in this study, we compare our method directly against CapsNet and CNNs without post-processing techniques.
Capsule network-based medical diagnosis It is also worth noting, a number of recent studies have proposed using CapsNet for a variety of medical imaging classification tasks [45, 46, 47] , although no work in the literature has studied capsule networks for lung cancer diagnosis. Nonetheless, since these methods nearly all follow the exact CapsNet architecture, or propose minor modifications which produce nearly identical predictive performance [48] , it is sufficient to compare only with CapsNet in reference to these works. Lastly, a recent study by Duarte et al. [49] proposed a network which performed action recognition and localization in videos. However, since this network only contains two capsule layers inside a deep 3D CNN, whereas our proposed architectures contain nearly all capsule layers, we do not compare with this work.
Learning visually-interpretable features
The goal of our proposed method is to model visual attributes using capsule neural networks in order to provide the same explanations as radiologists for predicting malignancy, while simultaneously performing malignancy prediction and nodule segmentation/reconstruction. The Lung Image Database Consortium and Image Database Resource Initiative (LIDC-IDRI) [38] , contains a collection of lung nodules with scores ranging from 1 − 5 across a set of visual attributes, indicating their relative appearance, and malignancy, as scored by up to four radiologists. These characteristics and scores are shown in Figure 1 
Capsules for encoding visual attributes
Our first approach, referred to as explainable capsules, or X-Caps, was designed to remain as similar as possible to CapsNet, while allowing us to have more control over the visually-interpretable features learned by the capsule vectors. CapsNet already showed great promise when trained on the MNIST data set for its ability to model high-level visually-interpretable features. With this first study, we examine the ability of capsules to model specific visual attributes within their vectors, rather that simply hoping some are learned successfully in the more challenging lung nodule data. As shown in Figure 2 , X-Caps shares the same overall structure as CapsNet, with the major difference being the addition of the supervised labels being provided for each dimension of the X-Caps vectors. To compute a final malignancy score, we attach a fully-connected layer to all six of these vectors with a Sigmoid activation. For X-Caps, all output labels have their values scaled to [0, 1] to allow for easier training with the activation functions.
As in CapsNet, we also perform reconstruction of the input as a form of regularization. However, we extend the idea of regularization to perform a sudo-segmentation. Whereas in segmentation, the goal is to output a binary mask of pixels which belong to the nodule region, in our formulation we attempt to reconstruct only the pixels which belong to the nodule region, while the rest are mapped to zero. More specifically, we formulate this problem as
where L R is the supervised loss for the reconstruction regularization, γ is a weighting coefficient for the reconstruction loss, R x,y is the reconstruction target pixel, S x,y is the ground-truth segmentation mask value, and O x,y r is the output of the reconstruction network, at pixel location (x, y), respectively, and X and Y are the width and height, respectively, of the input image. This adds another task to our MTL approach and an additional supervisory signal which can help our network distinguish visual characteristics from background noise. The malignancy prediction score, as well as each of the visual attribute scores also provide a supervisory signal in the form of
where L a is the combined loss for the visual attributes, A n is the average of the attribute scores given by at minimum three radiologists for attribute n, N is the total number of attributes, α n is the weighting coefficient placed on the n th attribute, O n a is the network prediction for the score of the n th attribute, L m is the loss for the malignancy score, M is the average of the malignancy scores given by at minimum three radiologists, O m is the network prediction for the average malignancy score, and β is the weighting coefficient for the malignancy score. In this way, the overall loss for X-Caps is simply L = L m + L a + L R . For simplicity, the values of each α n and β are set to 1, and γ is set to 0.384 1 .
Going deeper with explainable capsules
We hypothesize that the lung nodules and visual attributes being studied would be more complex in nature than handwritten digits and require a deeper hierarchical structure to better represent them. While X-Caps provides some empirical evidence towards the ability for capsule vectors to have their vectors explicitly supervised to learn specific visual attributes, we push the network deeper and study a more complex network structure, while relaxing the requirement to use only visually-explainable features in malignancy prediction. Building on the locally-constrained dynamic routing introduced by LaLonde and Bagci [24] , and with our newly proposed capsule-average pooling (CAP), we are able to create a deep network structure which we call DX-Caps, or deep explainable capsules.
The proposed DX-Caps, illustrated in Figure 3 , consists of a single convolutional layer, followed by five capsule layers before branching into separate paths for predicting malignancy and visual attributes. With this structure, each visual attribute and malignancy have their own capsule types. This 1 Further tuning of these parameters could potentially lead to superior results but we did not have the computational resources to perform such an analysis for this study. allows to network to encode and predict high-level visual attribute information to a greater degree, as for a given attribute, each score has its own vector, where the vector being used for attribute n score 0 is different from the vector used to identify attribute n score 5. Since these weights are shared, we force the capsule vectors to jointly learn to encode orientation information about all visual attributes in each of these capsule types, while capsules before the branching learn features relevant to both visual attribute and malignancy prediction from our MTL loss function.
For a deeper capsule network, there was a need to replace the fully-connected capsule layer used by CapsNet, which was far too memory intensive to be computationally tractable in single GPU training. To this end, we introduce a capsule-average pooling (CAP) algorithm which splits apart capsules by capsule type in a given layer and reforms new capsules as the average of the vectorized activations from the previous layer. More formally, for any given layer i , there exists a set of capsule types C = {c 1 , c 2 , ..., c n | n ∈ N}, and within each capsule type, there exists a 2D grid of capsule vectors V = {v 11 , ..., v 1,w , ..., v h,1 , ..., v h,w }, where h × w is the spatial dimensions of the capsule type at layer . Each v has dimension 1 × a such that a is the length of the capsule vectors. Parent capsules are formed by computing the average across the spatial grid along each dimension of the capsule vectors, v. Therefore each child capsule in C has exactly one corresponding parent capsule, where the set of parents capsules is denoted as P = {p 1 , p 2 , ..., p m | m ∈ N}. For each p ∈ P , we compute the following p i = 1 w×h w x h y v x,y , where each p i now have dimension 1 × a. A single overall parent capsule is formed by concatenating each p i to form a 2D vector of dimension m × a. In the case of our proposed DX-Caps, m is the number of score classes we have, i.e. five. The output is then formed as normal by computing the length of each vector in this 2D grid to arrive at a final m values corresponding to our classification prediction. This formulation reduces the parameter and memory burden and allows us to create DX-Caps while still fitting into a single 12GB GPU's memory.
Uncertainty modeling of the visual scoring All previous works in lung nodule classification follow the same strategy of averaging radiologists' scores for visual attributes and malignancy. To better model the uncertainty inherently present in the labels due to inter-observer variation, we propose a different approach: rather than simply trying to regress the average of the values submitted by radiologists, or performing binary classification of these values rounded as above or below the score of 3, we attempt to predict the distribution of radiologists' scores. Specifically, for a given nodule where we have at minimum three radiologists' score values for each attribute and for malignancy prediction, we compute the mean and standard deviation of those values and fit a Gaussian function to them, which is in turn used as the ground-truth for our classification vector. Nodules with strong inter-observer agreement produce a sharp peak, in which case wrong or unsure (i.e. low confidence score) predictions are severely punished. Likewise, for low inter-observer agreement nodules, we expect our network to output a more spread distribution and it will be punished for strongly predicting a single class label. This proposed approach allows us to model the uncertainty present in radiologists' labels in a way that no previous study has.
Experiments and results
For our experiments, we used publicly available LIDC-IDRI data set [38] . Five-fold stratified crossvalidation was performed to split the nodules into training and testing sets, with 10% of each training set set aside for validation and early stopping. All models were trained using Adam [50] with an initial learning rate of 0.001 reduced by a factor of 0.1 after validation loss plateau. All code is implemented in Keras with TensorFlow backend support and will be made publicly available. Consistent with the literature, predictions were considered correct if within 1.0 of the radiologists' average score.
The experimental results summarized in Table 1 illustrate the prediction of visual attributes with the proposed X-Caps and DX-Caps in comparison with a adapted version CapsNet and a deep multi-path dense 3D CNN (HSCNN [1] ). To the best of our knowledge, HSCNN is the only other work in the literature which presents attribute-level results pursuant to learning interpretable features through the modeling of high-level visual attributes for lung cancer diagnosis. DX-Caps outperformed baseline CapsNet as well as X-Caps in predicting both malignancy and visual attribute scores. While HSCNN slightly outperformed DX-Caps in malignancy prediction, it performed significantly worse than DX-Caps on average at attribute prediction, which is the main focus for explainability of predictions to radiologists. Experimental results support our hypothesis that a deep capsule network, through the aid of the introduced capsule-average pooling, can model visual attributes better than a baseline X-Caps, CapsNet, and a dense CNN. Table 1 : Prediction accuracy of visual attribute learning with capsule networks. While HSCNN, a multi-path dense 3D CNN, predicts malignancy at a slightly higher accuracy, it performs significantly worse than DX-Caps at attribute prediction, which is the main focus for explainability. It is worth noting that margin and lobulation have a lower correlation with malignancy than nearly all other attributes [51] , and this might in part explain DX-Caps lower accuracy on these attributes.
Prediction 
Discussions and concluding remarks
Deep leaning-generated predictions are mostly black-box in nature and not explainable; hence, not trusted by healthcare specialists. Available studies for explaining DL models, typically focus on post hoc interpretations of trained networks, rather than attempting to build-in explainability. This is the first study, to the best of our knowledge, for learning to encode high-level visual attributes from radiologists within the vectors of a capsule-based network to perform explainable image-based diagnosis. We simultaneously approximate visually-interpretable attributes along with malignancy predictions through individual capsule types in order to explain these malignancy predictions in the same language as radiologists. The results of our study show the proposed deep explainable capsule architecture, DX-Caps, made possible by introducing a capsule-average pooling function, successfully approximated visual attribute scores far better than a deep multi-path dense 3D CNN. We also implemented a version of CapsNet for lung cancer diagnosis for the first time in the literature and a shallow version of our explainable capsule network, X-Caps, with both achieving inferior performance as compared with DX-Caps. As the field of capsule networks progress and similar advancements such as those made with CNNs (e.g. residual/dense connections, batch/group normalization), deeper and more powerful capsule networks can be created to boost performance even further.
